APPENDIX No. 2

Shri R. B. Vhanabatte
1988/A, Jai Hind Nagar,
Chandur Road, Kabnur,
Tal: Hatkanangale,
Dist: Kolhapur
Pin: 416 129.

Date: 26-07-2000

To
The Head Master
Shri Gayatri High School,
Ichalkaranji.

Sub: Request for permission to conduct an educational experiment for the purpose of Ph.D. research

Respected Sir,

I am a Ph. D. student working under the guidance of Dr. (Ms.) M. S. Padmini, Reader in the Department of Education, Shivaji University, Kolhapur. The subject of my research is ‘Development of a Programme to Improve the English Speaking Skills of Marathi Medium Students of Standard Eighth – A Critical Study’. For this purpose, I have to conduct an experiment and teach English to the students of A and B Divisions of Standard VIII during school holidays. These will be extra periods for the students and video recording of the same will be done. A programme, prepared by me, to improve the English Speaking Skills, will be helpful to the students of your school as well as all the students of standard VIII, in future.

The success of my research work depends upon your cooperation. So I request you to grant me permission to conduct the educational experiment and oblige.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(R. B. Vhanabatte)